Elegy, December 1918 (Granada)
Like a censer filled with desire,
You pass in the luminous evening
with your dark flesh of wilted nard
and sex omnipotent over your gaze.
5

You have dead chastity’s sadness on your lips,
and in Dionysian goblet of your womb,
the spider weaves a barren veil for entrails
that have never bloomed with living roses,
the fruit of kisses.
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In your white hands
you hold a skein of dreams
now dead forever, and in your soul,
passion that hungers for kisses of fire,
and motherlove that dreams distant visions
of cradles and quiet, spinning
on your lips the blue of lullaby.
Like Ceres, you would have given golden sheaves
if sleeping love had touched your body,
and like the Virgin, you could have
shot from your breast another Milky Way.
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Like the magnolia, you wither.
No one will kiss your ember thighs,
no fingers will run through your hair
as over harp strings.
Oh woman mighty with ebony and nard,
whose breath is white as jasmine!
Venus in an embroidered shawl who knows
the guitar and sweet Málaga wine.
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Oh dark swan! whose lake holds lotuses
of saetas, waves of oranges, and spray
of red carnations that perfume
the wilted nests beneath its wings.
No one makes you fertile. Andalusian martyr,
your kisses should have been beneath the vine,
filled with midnight silence
and the turbid rhythm of stagnant water.
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But the circles grow under your eyes
and the black hair turns to silver;
your breasts slip, spilling out perfume,
and your splendid spine begins to curve.
40

Oh slender woman, maternal and burning!
Our hopeless Lady of Sorrow, her heart
transfixed by all of the stars of deepest heaven.
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You are the mirror of an Andalusia
that suffers silently gigantic passions
rocked by fans and by mantillas folded
over throats trembling with blood and snow
and scratched with the red trail of gazes.
You pass into the mist of autumn,
virginal like Agnes, sweet Clara, and Cecilia;
bacchante who could have danced,
crowned with grape leaves and green vines.
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The immense sadness that floats in your eyes
tells us the failures of your broken life,
the monotony of being poor, of watching people
pass outside your window, hearing rain fall
out of bitterness of old provincial streets,
while, in the distance, rings out
the confused and turbid tumult of the bells.
But in vain you listened to the accents of the air,
and your ear never caught the sweet serenade.
You still look out from behind the curtains,
yearning. How deep the sadness in your soul,
to feel in your now exhausted breast
the passion of a young girl new in love!
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Your body will go to the grave
intact of emotion.
A dawn song will break
over the dark earth.
From your eyes will grow two bloody carnations
and from your breasts, two snow-white roses.
But your sadness will go off to the stars
like another star worthy to wound and eclipse them.

